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Further to the work already completed on making Transportation Improvements around the Basin Reserve, we have been 

asked by NZTA to undertake a preliminary investigation into the feasibility and cost of constructing a tunnel for westbound 

SH1 traffi c in front of the War Memorial. 

This tunnel passes under the proposed Memorial Park which is located on currently vacant land in front of the War Memorial 

between Taranaki Street and Tory Street. We call this tunnel the War Memorial Tunnel.

This report should be read in conjunction with a number of previous reports on making Transportation Improvements around 

the Basin Reserve. 

The project team identifi ed the following key objectives for the War Memorial Tunnel: 

• Remove SH1 through traffi c from Buckle Street in front of the War Memorial. If the decision is to build a tunnel for 

westbound SH1 traffi c, minimising the volume of local traffi c using Buckle Street in front of the War Memorial to improve 

pedestrian permeability and park amenity is considered important.

• Maximise accessibility to, from and through the park for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists and enhance their experience 

of the park.

• Enable NZTA to provide, at some future date, for an eastbound movement as part of the next stage to the ICB without 

needing to ‘dig up’ Memorial Park.

• Utilise the local road hierarchy as well as established PT, walking, and cycling corridors.

• Provide suffi cient area to enable development of the proposed Memorial Park - consistent with the competition winning 

design.

• Recognise the limited funds available.

The project team investigated two tunnel options: one that has its exit portal located before Taranaki Street and another that 

has its exit portal located after Taranaki Street. As a comparison, we also investigated leaving Buckle Street at-grade so that 

SH1 traffi c passed through Memorial Park. The project team were able to confi rm that is it feasible to construct the War 

Memorial Tunnel, allowing Memorial Park to be constructed on top of it.

Furthermore, we investigated the feasibility of connecting these three options through Memorial Park to the three grade 

separated options at the Basin Reserve approved by NZTA’s board: Option A (bridge near Basin), Option B (bridge away from 

Basin) and Option F (tunnel around Basin). The project team confi rmed that a War Memorial Tunnel can be connected to all 

three NZTA approved grade separated Basin Reserve Options. 

In order to realise the full benefi ts of the Basin Reserve Improvements, and to ensure that the War Memorial Tunnel does not 

impede traffi c fl ows along the ICB, it will be necessary to undertake additional minor improvements on the ICB and along 

Ruahine Street. In this way, the total project should be considered as including the Basin Reserve, War Memorial Tunnel and 

improvements on the ICB and Ruahine Street. It will be necessary to construct this total project at the same time.

The project team made the following further conclusions: 

1. An on-ramp to the tunnel would need to be provided for vehicles travelling from Sussex Street towards the ICB. 

2. The ‘expected cost’ of the total project is between $195 million and $285 million. 

3. The net present value economic benefi ts over 30 years for the total project are between $150 million and $160 million. 

This gives a Benefi t Cost Ratio for this total project of between 0.7 and 1.7. 

4. The expected cost of the total project without a War Memorial Tunnel is between $120 million and $130 million. 

5. The key benefi t of the War Memorial Tunnel is improved amenity for park users, reducing severance and making the park 

suffi ciently quiet to allow park users to talk, refl ect and meditate. It will avoid the need for SH1 road closures during 

formal events held on ANZAC day and during other ceremonies. The War Memorial Tunnel is likely to add only upto $10 

million in economic transportation benefi ts to the project.

6. Two War Memorial Tunnel options are feasible. 

a. A tunnel exiting before Taranaki Street. This is the cheapest of the two tunnel options and would add another 

$75 million to the ‘expected cost’ of the project. Because it exits before Taranaki Street, it will require an 

uncovered trench structure through Memorial Park near Taranaki Street. This slightly reduces the size of 

Memorial Park and forces pedestrians and other users travelling between the City and War Memorial to take a 

slightly indirect route. 

b. A tunnel exiting after Taranaki Street. This is the most expensive of the two tunnel options and would add 

another $145 million to the ‘expected cost’ of the project. Because it exits after Taranaki Street, Memorial Park 

can utilise all the land between Taranaki Street and Tory Street. Unlike the shorter and cheaper tunnel option, it 

does not create a barrier for pedestrians and other users travelling between the City and War Memorial. A 

tunnel exit after Taranaki St will make it easier for future generations to extend the tunnel. 

7. If it is decided not to construct the War Memorial Tunnel, then there are only two NZTA approved grade separated Basin 

Reserve Options (Option A and Option B) both of which involve bridge structures around the Basin. If it was decided that 

the preferred option for the Basin Reserve was to provide a tunnel around the Basin to avoid the visual impacts of 

elevated structures, then it would also be necessary to construct the War Memorial Tunnel.

8. The more expensive War Memorial Tunnel that extends past Taranaki St should be constructed if there a preference to 

avoid impacts on Memorial Park and to allow future generations to enhance SH1 by constructing a grade separated link 

between Mt Victoria Tunnel and Terrace Tunnel.

9. The less expensive War Memorial Tunnel that exits before Taranaki St should be constructed if there is a preference to 

build a tunnel for the least cost. 

10. A positive feature of leaving Buckle Street at grade is that it would allow the car users to experience the Park as they 

travelled through it each day. However, this option would reduce the land available for the Memorial Park, create 

severance for pedestrians using the Park, generate noise levels that would make conversations diffi cult and not create an 

environment that would be conducive to refl ection or meditation. 

As part of this project we were also asked to investigate the implications for future generations extending the westbound 

tunnel towards the Terrace Tunnel and providing an eastbound tunnel for SH1 traffi c adjacent to the proposed westbound 

tunnel. We found that: 

1. While it is feasible to extend any tunnel towards the Terrace Tunnel, it is preferable for this tunnel to be constructed 

under Taranaki Street before construction of the Memorial Park. 

2. It is feasible to construct an eastbound tunnel to the north of the westbound lanes of the War Memorial Tunnel avoiding 

the need to dig up Memorial Park. Such a tunnel could be partially constructed under land to the north of Memorial Park: 

land set aside for a road and car parking. It will be necessary for this land to be retained in NZTA ownership and not be 

incorporated into the reserve land created as part of Memorial Park.

Executive Summary
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Opus International Consultants were asked by the NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) to complete a preliminary assessment of 

potential transport solutions for the area in front of the War Memorial. 

NZTA have asked the project team to investigate and develop options for locating westbound SH1 in a tunnel in front of the 

War Memorial. This study forms part of work already completed on the Transportation Improvements around the Basin 

Reserve. The following reports regarding Transportation Improvements around the Basin Reserve have been previously 

published:

• Transportation Improvements around the Basin Reserve Scoping Report, Final, December 2009;

• Transportation Improvements around the Basin Reserve Transportation Technical Note, Final, December 2009;

• Transportation Improvements around the Basin Reserve Preliminary Geotechnical Appraisal Report, Final, January 2010; 

and

• Transportation Improvements around the Basin Reserve Preliminary Property Assessment, Final, January 2010.

1.1 Study Area
Figure 1.1 shows the extent of the Study Area for the War Memorial Tunnel and the extent of the Study Area for the Basin 

Reserve. 

Figure 1.1: The Study Area 

1.2 Background
This report forms part of work undertaken by Opus for NZTA to prepare a scheme assessment report for the Transportation 

Improvements to Basin. This project aims to address the existing transportation issues at a critical junction in the local, 

regional and national road network at the Basin Reserve. The Basin Reserve is one component of the Wellington RoNS 

Strategy which aims to:

• Improve access to Wellington’s CBD, key industrial and employment centres, port, airport and hospital;

• Reduce severe congestion on the state highway and local road networks; and

• Improve safety and journey time reliability on SH1.

During the early stages of the Basin Reserve Project it became clear that the various, separate RoNS projects on the 

Wellington road network are highly inter related and the preferred option for one component can infl uence the outcomes on 

another portion. 

Initially considering the Basin Reserve Study Area in isolation, the Basin Reserve improvements appeared to have plenty of 

transport benefi ts. However, when the Basin Reserve was considered as part of the whole network, it became obvious that 

releasing capacity at the Basin Reserve created additional traffi c delays at other locations.

This became particularly apparent to the east of the Basin Reserve on Ruahine Street and Wellington Road. Previously the 

Basin Reserve was a constraint on the network and therefore limited the amount of traffi c able to reach this area, but by 

resolving the capacity issues at the Basin Reserve, demands on the eastern part of the network increased and its 

shortcomings were obvious. A project feasibility report1 concluded that increasing capacity on Ruahine Street and Wellington 

Road, including some intersection improvements has a preliminary BCR of 1.8. However, by including the Basin Reserve 

improvements in both the do-minimum and option scenario the indicative BCR jumps to 5.3. This indicates the importance of 

implementing the Ruahine Street and Wellington Road project at the same time, or prior, to the implementation of the Basin 

Reserve scheme. 

The Ministry for Culture and Heritage is planning to build a Memorial Park in front of the War Memorial on Buckle Street 

adjacent to the Basin Reserve. As part of this, there has been an interest in the idea of removing SH1 traffi c from the park by 

placing it in a tunnel. 

Therefore we have been asked by NZTA to complete a preliminary investigation into the feasibility of building a tunnel under 

the proposed Memorial Park (What we will call, in this report, the War Memorial Tunnel). Also, once the park has been 

constructed, it will not be possible to later dig up the park to provide additional capacity on SH1. This is the focus of this 

report. As work progressed it was readily apparent that the selection of the optimal solution for the Memorial Park is highly 

dependent on the option selected at the Basin Reserve, and similarly, the optimal solution at Basin Reserve is infl uenced by 

the option selected for Memorial Park: these decisions cannot be made in isolation. Therefore the scope of this work has been 

extended such that the options being considered include both the Basin Reserve and Memorial Park.

It is also recognised that the Mount Victoria Tunnel, which currently only has one lane in each direction, is a major constraint 

on the Wellington Road Network. Duplicating the Mount Victoria Tunnel to provide 2 lanes in each direction is being 

considered as part of the Wellington RoNS project. Therefore, for the purposes of this project, Mount Victoria Tunnel 

duplication has been included in the do-minimum models for 2026.

Transportation modelling of options for the Basin Reserve which connect into a tunnel under the proposed Memorial Park 

revealed a series of constraints along the Wellington Inner City Bypass (ICB) between the tunnel exit portal and the Terrace 

Tunnel. The modelling showed that these constraints, or lack of capacity, were made worse by the provision of the War 

Memorial Tunnel. The resulting increase in congestion on the ICB was suffi cient to undermine many of the economic benefi ts 

of the Basin Reserve project. Therefore a range of minor, relatively low cost improvements for key links and intersections in 

Wellington were investigated to address the network constraints. These improvements are discussed in more detail in a 

separate, ICB Improvements Report. 

1.3 Purpose and Structure of this Report
This report focuses on the issues in the War Memorial Tunnel Study Area (referred to as the “Study Area” throughout this 

report) and is supplementary to the Transportation Improvements around the Basin Reserve Scoping Report (referred to as 

the Basin Reserve Scoping Report throughout this report). The duplication of material between the two reports has been 

minimised, and therefore this report should be read in conjunction with the Basin Reserve Scoping Report. Similar to the Basin 

Reserve Scoping Report, the purpose of this report is to:

• Provide a baseline of the facts and information that we are aware of at this stage of the process and document the 

existing issues. These facts / information will form the basis of our decision making process as the project is developed 

and allow robust decisions to be made about the most appropriate option(s) to develop further. This covers a wide range 

of topics from existing noise and air quality to the current traffi c demands, and the heritage and cultural value of nearby 

landmarks. 

• Document the development of options of the War Memorial Tunnel.

• Identify a preferred option for the War Memorial Tunnel. 

The report is organised into four parts:

• Part I: Memorial Park Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints;

• Part II: Memorial Park Option Development;

• Part III: Combining Options; and

• Part IV: Conclusions and Recommendations.

Part I focuses on the War Memorial Tunnel Study Area, as shown in Figure 1.1. However, as the options were developed, it 

became apparent, especially from a traffi c perspective, that some minor improvements would need to be made to the ICB 

between the War Memorial Tunnel exit portal and the Terrace Tunnel, and to Ruahine Street, to the east of the Mount Victoria 

Tunnel. Therefore Part II and III are based on the assumption that there are improvements to the wider network, as 

documented in the separate reports about these components2.

1 Introduction

01 Optimisation of State Highway 1 

- Ruahine Street to Kilbernie 

Crescent Project Feasibility Report, 

prepared for NZTA, April 2010

02 ICB Improvements Report and 

Optimisation of State Highway 1 

-Ruahine Street to Kilbernie 

Crescent Project Feasibility Report.
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1.4 Study Objectives
As the War Memorial Tunnel is part of the Basin Reserve Project, the overall study objectives of the Basin Reserve project also 

apply to this study. However, due to the unique nature of the War Memorial Tunnel, the following objectives specifi c to the 

War Memorial Tunnel have been developed:

• Remove SH1 through traffi c from Buckle Street in front of the War Memorial. If the decision is to build a tunnel for 

westbound SH1 traffi c, minimising the volume of local traffi c using Buckle Street in front of the War Memorial to improve 

pedestrian permeability and park amenity is considered important.

• Maximise accessibility to, from and through the park for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists and enhance their experience 

of the park.

• Enable NZTA to provide, at some future date, for an eastbound movement as part of the next stage to the WICB without 

needing to ‘dig up’ Memorial Park.

• Utilise the local road hierarchy as well as established PT, walking, and cycling corridors.

• Provide suffi cient area to enable development of the proposed Memorial Park - consistent with the competition winning 

design.

• Recognise the limited funds available.
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PART I: 
Memorial Park Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints
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The policy context discussed in the Basin Reserve Scoping Report is also applicable to the War Memorial Tunnel Study Area. 

The provisions discussed below apply to the War Memorial Tunnel Study Area in particular. 

2.1 National War Memorial Act 1992
The National War Memorial Act 19921 aims to:

• To preserve and maintain the sanctity and dignity of the National War Memorial as a national monument to those who 

gave their lives in the service of their country; and

• To provide for the control and maintenance of the National War Memorial.

2.2 Ministry for Culture and Heritage - Media Statement 21 May 2010
The Ministry for Culture and Heritage’s (MCH) media statement on 21 May 20102 confi rmed the Government’s commitment 

to the National War Memorial precinct at Buckle Street in Wellington. The Budget 2010 commits $10 million in extra capital 

expenditure for development of the park in the 2013 / 2014 year. Wellington City Council (WCC) is also contributing $2 

million to the overall cost of the project. MCH and WCC have decided to construct an interim park, which would remain until 

the construction of the Basin Reserve Project. Figure 2.1 shows the interim concept for Memorial Park.

Figure 2.1: Interim Memorial Park Concept 

2.3 Wellington City District Plan 2000
The Wellington City District Plan 2000 contains two design guides that are relevant to the Study Area. 

They are:

• Mount Cook Precinct Design Guide; and

•  Central Area Urban Design Guide - Appendix 2 - Te Aro Corridor.

2.3.1 Mount Cook Precinct Design Guide 
 (part of Wellington City District Plan 2000) 
The Mt Cook Precinct gains its distinctive character from the public signifi cance and institutional 

character of the activities within its boundaries, and the scale and type of buildings these activities occupy.

The activities within the precinct are of a special nature and most are likely to remain in their present locations. Their nature is 

inconsistent with inner suburban activity, calling for special provisions that acknowledge this special nature.

The objectives of the Mount Cook Precinct Design Guide are:

• Massing - To maintain the monumental visual effect of the National War Memorial and the Main University Building.3

• Scale - To maintain the signifi cant contrast in height between the National War Memorial and Main University Building 

and any development to the north, east or west of these buildings.4

• Skyline - To retain the landmark signifi cance of the Carillon in order to maintain the symbolic status of this monument, in 

accordance with the intent of the National War Memorial.5

• Views - To maintain an unobstructed view from Webb Street of the Carillon and the open space at its base.6

2.3.2 Central Area Urban Design Guide - Appendix 2 - Te Aro Corridor (part of Wellington City 
District Plan 2000)
The National War Memorial is a monument of national as well as citywide signifi cance. It is important to retain this 

signifi cance, and to respect the formal and spatial composition of the Carillon and National War Memorial as a whole. Its 

symbolic status must also be recognised and maintained.

The objectives of the Central Area Urban Design Guide are:

• To retain the landmark signifi cance of the Carillon and National War Memorial, and respect its symbolic status.7

• To maintain an unobstructed ridge-top setting for the National War Memorial and good visual connections with the city.8

• Maintain and enhance the built edge to the Buckle / Taranaki St intersection.9

2.4 Adelaide Road Framework 2008
The Adelaide Road Framework contains some outcomes, key concepts and potential actions that are 

relevant to this project, including:

Outcome 4: Further recognising, and providing appropriate protection for valued heritage and character 

areas and buildings.

The Adelaide Road area also has close links to several important and distinctive landmarks with 

signifi cant historic value including the Basin Reserve, the National War Memorial and Carillon, and 

Government House and its grounds. The framework seeks to protect and enhance the special character 

these heritage assets provide to the Adelaide Road area and the wider city.10

Key Concept: Investigate measures (e.g. view protection shafts) to ensure appropriate protection of views to and from 

Government House and its grounds and views to / from the War Memorial and Carillon.11

Potential Action A24: Investigate measures (e.g. view protection shafts / corridors) to ensure appropriate protection of views 

to and from Government House and its grounds and views to the War Memorial and Carillon (Priority 2, indicative timing 1-3 

years).12

2.5 Other Strategies 
The following strategies listed in the Basin Reserve Scoping Report area also still relevant to the Study Area: 

• Wellington City Urban Development Strategy - no specifi c reference, still applicable.

• Urban Design Strategy 1994 - lists the carillon as a ‘landmark’, no further mention, still applicable.

• Centres Policy - no specifi c reference, still applicable.

• Walking and Cycling Policies - no specifi c reference, still applicable.

• Community Facilities Policy - no specifi c reference, still applicable.

• Built Heritage Policy - no specifi c reference, still applicable.

2.6 Considerations for Option Development
The National War Memorial area is of important national signifi cance. The Carillon is a recognisable landmark of Wellington 

and is of symbolic importance for the nation. Any development in the area must respect the importance of the National War 

Memorial both as a Wellington landmark and as a national monument. Development must not obstruct views to the National 

War Memorial or impact on its visual prominence. 

2 National and Regional Policy Context

AAAA

BB BB

01 National War Memorial Act 1992, 

s 3 ‘Purposes’.

02 Ministry for Culture and 

Heritage Media Statement 21 May 

2010, available: http://www.mch.

govt.nz/pr/memorial_park.html

03 Mount Cook Precinct Design 

Guide, s 4 ‘Objectives’, Massing 

no. 01, p. 9.

04 Ibid, Scale no. 01, p. 9.

05 Ibid, Skyline no. 01, p. 10.

06 Ibid, Views no. 02, p. 10.

07 Central Area Urban Design 

Guide - Appendix 2 - Te Aro 

Corridor, s 1 ‘The National War 

Memorial Area’, (TA) 01.1, p. 4.

08 Ibid, (TA) 01.2, p. 4.

09 Ibid, (TA) 01.3, p. 4.

10 Adelaide Road Framework 

2008, pp. 21-22.

11 Ibid, p. 22.

12 Ibid, p. 33.
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3.1 Introduction
Buckle Street, Arthur Street and Karo Drive form the ICB which is the westbound link of SH1 between the Basin Reserve and 

the Terrace Tunnel. Tory Street, Taranaki Street, Cuba Street, Victoria Street and Willis Street all form signalised intersections 

with SH1. Based on traffi c counts completed in February 2009, Buckle Street carries approximately 20,000 vehicles per day. 

There is a service lane parallel to Arthur Street between Taranaki Street and Cuba Street. This service lane on the southern 

side of the carriageway provides access and parking for the businesses located in this block.

Figure 3.1: Existing Number of Lanes and Signal Locations 

3.2 Walking and Cycling Facilities
Pedestrian footpaths are provided on both sides of all streets in the Study Area. There are also, pedestrian crossing facilities at 

all intersections. Additionally a shared use path for pedestrians and cyclists is provided through the Study Area, as shown in 

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. Signalised Toucan1 crossings which cater to both pedestrians and cyclists are provided generally 

where the shared use path requires crossing a road, as shown in Figure 3.4. The only exception is the slip lane from Karo Drive 

to Victoria Street which has a striped zebra crossing and the signalised pedestrian crossing at Abel Smith Street. Toucan 

crossings were not provided at these locations due to confl icts with vehicle movements. At these two locations cyclists are 

required to dismount and use the pedestrian facilities. 

Overall, there is very little shelter from rain or wind for pedestrians and cyclists travelling along Buckle Street due to the lack 

of built edge or building frontage. However, at each of the road crossing points along the shared use path there are shelters as 

shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.2 shows the location of all the pedestrian and cyclist facilities in the Study Area.

Figure 3.2: Pedestrian and Cyclist Facilities

The number of people crossing Buckle Street in the immediate vicinity of the proposed Memorial Park was surveyed. The 

pedestrian counts were completed at the following locations:

• Intersection of Taranaki Street and Buckle Street;

• Intersection of Tory Street and Buckle Street; and 

• Mid block on Buckle Street between Tory Street and Taranaki Street. 

The number of people using each crosswalk at the intersections in addition to the number of people crossing Buckle Street 

mid block was counted between 7am and 7pm. Table 3.1 summarises the number of pedestrians crossing Buckle Street at each 

location. Children were defi ned as any pedestrians who were estimated to be 12 years old or younger, while elderly were any 

pedestrians that appeared over 65 years old.

Table 3.1: Pedestrian Count Summary

 
Pedestrians Crossing Buckle St at 

Taranaki St
Pedestrians Crossing Buckle St at 

Tory St
Pedestrians Crossing Buckle St 

Mid Block

Adults Children Elderly or 
Disabled Total Adults Children

Elderly or 
Disabled Total Adults Children Elderly or 

Disabled
Total

7-8am 79 1 5 85 34 0 0 34 10 0 0 10

8-9am 254 40 1 295 165 34 0 199 10 0 0 10

9-10am 148 10 0 158 14 0 0 14 10 0 0 10

10-11am 57 1 1 59 61 0 1 62 11 0 0 11

11-12pm 121 2 2 125 28 0 0 28 15 0 0 15

12-1pm 207 6 0 213 58 0 0 58 19 0 0 19

1-2pm 202 11 2 215 41 1 0 42 21 0 0 21

2-3pm 202 9 2 213 41 1 0 42 21 0 1 22

3-4pm 265 75 1 341 64 4 3 71 42 0 0 42

4-5pm 219 1 0 220 59 2 1 62 32 0 0 32

5-6pm 328 3 0 331 51 0 0 51 13 0 0 13

6-7pm 196 0 0 196 61 0 0 61 12 0 0 12

Totals 2278 159 14 2460 677 42 5 725 216 0 1 217

Overall 3400 pedestrians were observed crossing Buckle Street during the 12 hour survey. The busiest was between 8am to 

9am which implies many people cross Buckle Street on their way to work or school. Similarly, there was another peak 

between 3pm and 4pm when many students are on their way home from school. 

3 Description of the Existing Traffi c Situation

01 A Toucan Crossing is a special 

type of signalised crossing that 

allows both pedestrians and 

cyclists to cross the road.
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Figure 3.3: Shared Use Path beside Arthur Street

Figure 3.4: Cyclist using a Toucan Crossing

Figure 3.5: Pedestrian Shelter at Crossing

3.2.1 Key Local Attractions
Local attractions in the Study Area are generally education related or associated with the War Memorial. As can been seen on 

Figure 3.6, most attractions are located in the corridor between Tory Street and Taranaki Street. However, Thistle Hall 

Community Centre is located at the corner of Arthur Street and Cuba Street and Moriah College Primary School is located on 

Webb Street.

Figure 3.6: Key Local Attractions 

 3.2.2 Barriers to Walking and Cycling
There are a number of factors that act as a deterrent to walking and cycling through the Study Area:

• Weather: The area along Buckle Street is very exposed with minimal protection from wind or rain for pedestrians and 

cyclists.

• Personal Safety: Many pedestrians may not feel safe walking along Buckle Street at night time due to the isolated nature 

of the area. 

• Heavy Traffi c: The heavy traffi c fl ows create severance for pedestrians and cyclists who must cross Buckle Street when 

travelling to or from the CBD.

3.3 School Travel Patterns
Three schools are located in the vicinity of the Study Area (Figure 3.6):

• Mt Cook School; 

• Moriah College; and

• Wellington High.

3.3.1 Mt Cook School
Mt Cook School has 215 students from New Entrants to Year 8 who come from all over Wellington. The majority of students 

are driven by parents; however some students that live near the school may walk. Very few, if any students use the bus to get 

to school. Most parents pick up and drop off their children on Tory Street which causes congestion. To try and reduce the 

congestion, parents are encouraged to use the area to the south of the school adjacent to the vacant lot that will become part 

of the Memorial Park in the future. 

The school has 21 staff members who all drive to the school except one person who walks and another who cycles. There is 

on-site parking, but it is challenging to accommodate all the staff member’s vehicles. Construction of a new hall on the current 

car park site is starting soon. The car park will be moved to a corner of the playground adjacent to Sages Lane; however, the 

school will lose about 10 car parks resulting in increased congestion and greater demand for any available on street parking. 
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Figure 3.7: Mt Cook School Entrance

3.3.2 Moriah College
Moriah College is for students in years 1 to 8 and has a total of 24 students and 4 staff members. Since students are from all 

over Wellington most are driven to and from school by their parents / caregivers. All the staff drive personal vehicles to work 

and there is suffi cient on-site parking to accommodate all the staff member’s vehicles.

Figure 3.8: Moriah College

3.3.3 Wellington High
Wellington High, shown in Figure 3.9, is attended by 1050 year 9 to 13 students who predominantly walk, take the bus or are 

driven to school. The school does not have any dedicated school bus services. Rather students who take the bus to school use 

the general commuter bus services and utilise the bus stops on Taranaki Street.

Due to the central city location and limited parking in the area, staff at the school believed that very few students drove to 

school. Additionally, the school has 80 teaching staff and 20 support staff. The staff predominantly drive but the on-site 

parking is incredibly tight and it is often diffi cult for staff to get a car park, as a result staff use on street coupon parking.

Figure 3.9: Wellington High

3.4 Passenger Transport
In addition to the bus routes which travel north / south around the Basin Reserve, there are 5 bus routes (10, 11, 18, 21, and 47) 

that cross the Study Area on Taranaki Street. There are also three routes (7, 8 and 9) travel northbound on Willis Street and 

southbound on Victoria Street. Figure 3.10 shows these bus routes and the location of the bus stops nearest to the Study Area.

Figure 3.10: Bus Stop Locations 

Wellington City Council has plans to provide further bus lanes throughout the city in the future. These plans include:

• Taranaki Street north of Buckle Street - AM and PM peak bus lanes in both directions;

• Taranaki Street south of Buckle Street - AM peak northbound bus lane and PM peak southbound bus lane;

• Willis Street - AM peak northbound bus lane; and

• Victoria Street - PM peak southbound bus lane.

Figure 3.11 shows a bus on Taranaki Street. Based on WTSM model outputs the total passenger volume on Taranaki Street is 

approximately half of the demand on Kent / Cambridge Terrace and the number of bus passengers using Willis / Victoria 

Street is approximately 40 percent of the total demand on Kent / Cambridge Terrace.

Figure 3.11: Bus on Taranaki Street at Buckle Street

3.5 Existing Trip Distribution
Figure 3.12 summarises where motorists are travelling to and from when travelling on Buckle Street in front of the War 

Memorial. About 45 percent of the daily traffi c2 originates from the Mt. Victoria Tunnel, 40 percent comes from Adelaide 

Road and the remaining 15 percent is from Tory Street. Most of this traffi c (60 percent) has a destination beyond the Terrace 

Tunnel. The remaining 40 percent of the traffi c is heading to various locations in the city via Taranaki Street, Cuba Street, 

Victoria Street, Willis Street or Abel Smith Street.

02 The AADT has been estimated 

by multiplying the AM and PM 

peak hourly fl ows from the 2009 

SATURN model by two and 

multiplying IP hourly fl ows by 11.
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Figure 3.12: Origins and Destinations for Existing Trips Travelling on Buckle Street

Figure 3.13: Origins and Destinations for Northbound Trips on Taranaki Street

Figure 3.14: Origins and Destinations for Southbound Trips on Taranaki Street

3.6 Existing Road Network Demand
Table 3.2 summarises the existing 2009 traffi c fl ows3 on the ICB and key roads which intersect it. Figure 3.15 summaries the 

location for each of the traffi c volumes in the Study Area.

Table 3.2: 2009 Existing Demand (vehicles / hour)

Location AM IP PM

1 WB Buckle St (W of Tory St) 1890 1300 1670

2 WB Arthur St (W of Taranaki St) 1870 1370 1600

3 WB Karo Dr (W of Cuba St) 1870 1330 1640

4 WB Wellington Urban Motorway (W of Willis) 1850 1400 2240

5 NB Willis St (S of Karo Dr) 1090 610 750

6 SB Victoria St (N of Karo Dr) 660 910 1710

7 NB Cuba St (S of Arthur St) 180 100 140

8 SB Cuba St (N of Arthur St) 40 60 130

9 NB Taranaki St (S of Buckle St) 850 590 570

10 SB Taranaki St (N of Buckle St) 760 660 850

11 NB Tasman St (S of Buckle St) 200 40 200

12 SB Tory St (N of Buckle St) 340 300 450

Figure 3.15: Traffi c Volume Measurement Locations

Based on the 2009 Paramics traffi c fl ows the mid-block link LOS has been calculated4 for SH1 traffi c, as summarised in Table 

3.3. Based on current traffi c volumes, the ICB (2 lanes) is operating beyond capacity with a LOS of F during both the AM and 

PM peak periods. 

Table 3.3: 2009 SH1 LOS Summary

Location AM IP PM

1 WB Buckle St (W of Tory St) F D E

2 WB Arthur St (W of Taranaki St) F D E

3 WB Karo Dr (W of Cuba St) F D F

The LOS based on intersection delay is likely to be similar, if not worse due to the at grade intersections and signifi cant 

confl icting movements.

03 As extracted from the 2009 

base year validated Paramics 

Model

04 LOS has been determined using 

the degree of criteria for LOS in the 

Highway Capacity Manual 2000 

(HCM), Transport Research Board, 

Washington DC. A capacity of 900 

vehicles per hour per lane has been 

used based on AustRoads 

guidance for mid-block capacities 

on urban arterial roads with 

interrupted fl ow.
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3.7 Forecast Road Network Performance
In the future, if there are no improvements to the Wellington road network, the performance will degrade (as measured by 

increases in travel time). Table 3.4 summarises percentage increase in journey times for the do-minimum5 scenario between 

2009 and 2016 and 2009 and 20266.

Table 3.4: Percent Increase in Journey Times for the Do-Minimum Scenario

 2009 to 2016 2009 to 2026

AM PM AM PM

SH1 WB -Tasman to Willis 32% 35% 110% 36%

NB Taranaki from Webb to Vivian 0% 20% 25% 20%

SB Taranaki from Vivian to Webb 8% 73% 30% 128%

NB Willis from Webb to Ghuznee 5% 17% 18% 8%

SB Victoria from Ghuznee to Webb 4% 15% 36% 14%

In some instances travel time in 2026 is lower than 2016. This is likely to be linked to a constraint elsewhere on the network 

resulting in a reduced demand on the link or from the inclusion of the Mount Victoria Tunnel in the 2026 model.

3.8 Considerations for Option Development
With the provision of additional capacity at the Basin Reserve and through the Memorial Park area in the future, the 

functioning of the wider network needs to be examined and optimised to ensure maximum benefi ts are received for these 

projects. The ICB and local roads create a major constraint on the network and limit the benefi ts associated with the 

improvements made to Basin Reserve and Memorial Park.

A trench structure associated with the War Memorial Tunnel portal has the potential to create severance for pedestrians and 

cyclists. Their needs must be considered as options are developed to ensure the Study Area is accessible to residents and 

visitors using all modes of transportation. 

Passenger transport routes are currently located on Taranaki Street, Willis Street and Victoria Street in the Study Area. Any 

options should aim to maintain or enhance the effi ciency of travel on these routes for buses. 

05 The do-minimum models 

include the existing road network 

for 2009 and 2016. The 2026 

do-minimum network is also the 

existing road network, but also 

includes the duplication of the 

Mount Victoria Tunnel.

06 Journey times are based on 

outputs from the Paramics model.
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The road safety analysis for the Study Area (from the intersection of Tory Street and Buckle Street to Willis Street and Karo 

Drive inclusive) is based on the data from NZTA’s Crash Analysis System (CAS) for the two year, nine month period between 

the 1st of April 2007 and the 31st of December 20091.

4.1 Crash Trends
A total of 78 crashes have been recorded over the two year, nine month period. 22 of these crashes have resulted in injury, 

including 2 involving serious injury. There have been no fatalities within the Study Area. Pedestrians and cyclists make up 9 

percent of the road users who have been involved in crashes in this Study Area. This is lower than the CBD as a whole where 

they make up 15 percent of road users involved in crashes. The majority of crashes have occurred at intersections with 79 

percent of injury crashes occurring at intersections. This percentage is much higher than for the rest of the CBD and Basin 

Reserve, where 62 percent of all injury crashes occur at intersections. 

4.2 Considerations for Option Development
Based on our analysis of the crash history of the roads in the Study Area, the following trends should be considered when 

developing improvement options:

• Crashes currently occurring within this northbound SH1 corridor are unlikely to involve serious injury. The low speed, 

congested environment means that the majority of crashes are typically non-injury and are of the “Rear end / 

Obstruction” crash type. 

• The majority of crashes are related to the operation of the corridor’s signalised intersections. At these key points, confl ict 

occurs on a daily basis between a variety of transport modes. The intersection confl ict is primarily between regional SH1 

northbound through movements and north / south local road movements linking the CBD to the southern suburbs of 

Mount Cook, Brooklyn and Aro Valley.

• Pedestrian and Cyclist crashes account for 9 percent of all road users involved in crashes over the analysis period. Any 

option should look to either maintain or improve pedestrian / cyclist facilities and reduce the exposure to confl ict for 

pedestrians and cyclists. 

• Crashes occur most commonly during the AM, Interpeak and PM weekday peak periods. These times coincide with high 

volumes of people moving into and out of the CBD and increased levels of congestion. 

• In general, environmental conditions have not contributed signifi cantly to the crash history. The number of crashes 

occurring in either dark or wet conditions is very similar to other urban, 50km/h State Highway sections found elsewhere 

in New Zealand. 

• By constructing a tunnel option, regional traffi c is separated from local traffi c. This will reduce the confl ict at the 

signalised intersections and risk of rear end / obstruction crashes in the Study Area.

• At the tunnel exit, a signifi cant number of weaving manoeuvres are expected as SH1 traffi c heads to the local road 

network and local traffi c wishes to access SH1 and use the Terrace Tunnel. This could result in an increase in the number 

of weaving type collisions. Also, merge incidents may occur at on / off ramps.

• As the tunnel may operate in congested conditions, it is imperative to ensure there is suffi cient sightlines to reduce the 

risk of rear end / obstruction collisions.

• Designing the tunnel to meet modern safety standards, including fi re standards, will ensure the risk of serious incidents in 

the tunnel is minimised.

4 Road Safety

01 Standard practice is to use fi ve 

years of crash data to undertake a 

complete analysis. However, in this 

instance a fi ve year analysis period 

is not possible due to the 

construction of the Wellington 

Inner City Bypass (ICB). The 

completion of the ICB in March 

2007 saw major changes to the 

Wellington road network including 

the installation of traffi c signals at 

the Adelaide Road / Rugby Street 

intersection. With traffi c patterns 

having since adjusted; the most 

recent two year and nine month 

post ICB crash history has been 

used as the basis for this crash 

assessment.
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5.1 Social / Community Infrastructure
The Study Area contains a mix of land uses, in particular, small retail shops and businesses. There are fewer community 

activities located in the Study Area relative to the Basin Reserve Study Area. Most of the community facilities are adjacent to the 

Study Area, not actually within it. Figure 3.6 shows all the community and social infrastructure within and adjacent to the Study 

Area, including:

•  Mt. Cook School;

• Thistle Hall Community Centre (Figure 5.1);

• Massey University (Figure 5.2);

• War Memorial (Figure 5.3);

• Moriah College Primary School and Kindergarten;

• Wellington High School and Community Education Centre;

• Wellington Jewish Community Centre; and

• New Zealand Radio Training School (Figure 5.4).

Additionally Cuba Street has a unique character which needs to be considered when developing options to ensure any 

adverse impacts, such as severance or reduced pedestrian and cycle access, resulting from roading changes in the area are 

adequately mitigated

Potential impacts of this project on social / community infrastructure generally result from changes in traffi c fl ows (could 

increase or decrease depending upon the specifi c option and road link), severance, and changes in facility accessibility for 

pedestrians and cyclists. Ensuring pedestrian and cyclist links are maintained or enhanced will generate positive health 

outcomes.

Figure 5.1: Thistle Hall

Figure 5.2: Massey University

Figure 5.3: The War Memorial

Figure 5.4: New Zealand Radio Training School

5.2 Considerations for Option Development
When developing options the following factors have been identifi ed as being important from a social impact perspective:

• Maintain or enhance access to all community / social facilities and residential areas, including the Cuba Street area;

• Ensure pedestrian and cyclist needs are adequately met; and

• Maintain and enhance safety.

5 Community/Social Considerations
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The environmental / ecological impacts from this project can be classifi ed as impacting the terrestrial habitat or aquatic 

habitat.

6.1 Terrestrial Habitat
The Study Area is a highly urbanised streetscape predominantly comprising building and areas of vacant hard standing. There 

are not substantial areas of vegetation likely to be affected by a tunnel. However, there is vegetation along the Buckle Street 

frontage of the War Memorial as shown in Figure 6.1 and along the Massey University boundary with Tasman Street. This 

contains indigenous vegetation including mature pohutukawa.

The terrestrial urban landscape is expected to support a range of common introduced urban bird species such as blackbird, 

house sparrow, starling and potentially various fi nch species. In addition, native species such as tui may be attracted to the 

area around the Massey University, particularly when the pohutukawa are in fl ower.

There are no sites in the project area, or immediate vicinity, recognised as being of ecological signifi cance in either the 

Wellington District Plan or Wellington Regional Plan. 

Figure 6.1: Vegetation Along the Buckle Street Frontage of the War Memorial

6.2 Aquatic Habitat
There are no open streams or water bodies within the Study Area. However, there are a number of sub-surface drainage 

structures which pass beneath it. These are storm water pipes and potentially old stream channels which have been culverted 

to facilitate development. 

There are sub-surface drains which converge on the northern side of the Basin Reserve, fl ow northwards along Cambridge / 

Kent Terraces, eventually discharging into Lambton Harbour. Within the upstream catchment of these drains, there are small 

sections of open stream in Prince of Wales Park, where banded kokopu and koura (freshwater crayfi sh) have been recorded in 

2009 (National Freshwater Fish Database, NIWA). These are located almost 1km to the south-west of the Basin. 

Banded kokopu usually migrate to the sea to complete their lifecycle. Therefore, migration of these fi sh through the storm 

water drains potentially impacted by a tunnel in the Basin Reserve Study Area is possible; however this population is also known 

to form landlocked populations. It is not known whether the banded kokopu observed in Prince of Wales park is a migratory or 

landlocked population.

Field assessment and review of water services plans for the subsurface drains below the War Memorial Tunnel Study Area do 

not connect to any upstream catchment areas and therefore options impacting the subsurface drains within this area will not 

disrupt fi sh migration.

Eels are also regularly observed in many parts of the drainage system within the city. It is possible that these subsurface 

drains provide temporary or permanent habitat for them. As yet, no information has been obtained regarding the species of 

eel present. However, longfi n eel is the most commonly recorded freshwater fi sh in the Wellington Region (Strictland & 

Quaterman, 2001) and therefore there is a high probability that at least this species is present. Based on discussions with 

drainage engineers, the eels appear to be widely distributed and highly mobile in a highly connected drainage system. It is 

diffi cult to envisage a scenario where the project would have a signifi cant impact on the habitat values of the storm water 

system for eels since a signifi cant amount of available habitat would remain unaffected. 

Further information on the aquatic habitat potentially impacted by this project is contained in Appendix A.

6.3 Considerations for Option Development
From a terrestrial ecology perspective, there are no signifi cant ecological features in the Study Area. However the vegetation 

around the War Memorial and along Buckle Street allow an experience of nature within the built environment. Currently the 

extent of works does not include this area, so there is no need for mitigation. However, if further refi nement of designs results 

in an impingement to the vegetation, then the signifi cance of the effects and potential for mitigation should be considered. 

Vegetation planting associated with landscaping works provides opportunities to bring native trees and plants into the locality 

which can contribute to and enhance the ecology of the local urban environment.

Any tunnel option is likely to impact upon and require re-confi guration of sub-surface drainage structures. Any watercourse 

that facilitates fi sh migration is important for sustaining upstream fi sh populations and ecological values. Therefore, 

disturbance to, or severance of, these migration pathways could result in adverse ecological effects. Although, unlikely to 

result in a fatal fl aw, the potential exists for negative effects, if fi sh migration was permanently prevented. Under most 

scenarios where it is necessary to disrupt watercourses, engineering solutions can be designed to avoid or remedy obstacles 

to upstream fi sh movement. That said, a complete severance of a drain by a tunnel may present a signifi cant engineering 

challenge and it might not be possible to achieve fi sh passage. If fi sh passage cannot be achieved and the selected option is 

impacting upon a migratory fi sh population, other mitigation measures should be considered. It may also be possible to 

improve fi sh passage in the subsurface drainage, if there are currently obstacles to fi sh movement.

If there is likely to be impact on the drains, then as a minimum some further investigations of the fi sh populations in the 

streams in Prince of Wales Park will need to be undertaken. This would probably include setting fi sh traps and electro-fi shing. 

If works are likely to have a severe impact on the drains with the potential to signifi cantly disrupt fi sh passage, then in addition 

to fi sh traps and electro-fi shing, investigations to establish whether it is a landlocked or migratory population are 

recommended. 

Additionally there will be the normal requirements to control erosion and manage sediment discharges during construction to 

minimise downstream effects of sediments on the marine environment for any works. 

 

6 Environment / Ecology
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7.1 Historic Background
In order to allow discussion on the archaeological potential and values, a short history of the block between Tory Street and 

Cuba Street is provided below. This covers original Town Sections 101, 103, 105, 107, 90, 226, and 233 (Figure 7.1).

From early times, Mount Cook was considered to be strategically signifi cant because of its dominating position and 

commanding views of the surrounding country. In the earliest plan of Wellington compiled by Mein Smith for the New 

Zealand Company in 1840, Mt Cook is identifi ed as Reserve for Government purposes. The two town sections to the 

immediate west, on the corner of Taranaki Street, (sections 89 and 90) are identifi ed as reserved for Maori. At this point in 

time Buckle Street ends at Taranaki Street, and Arthur Street does not exist (Figure 7.1). 

Figure 7.1: Part of Mein Smith 1840 plan showing surveyed town sections of Wellington. Area of Buckle Street and Arthur Street 

discussed in this report is ringed in blue. Note the western extent of Buckle Street, ending at Taranaki Street.

In the 1860s British forces were quartered in Mt Cook, and a decade later, the Mount became the centre of New Zealand’s 

permanent militia. The original track that was Buckle Street was subsequently developed as a military thoroughfare, with iron 

gates at both ends, and armed guards on 24-hour duty. Public entry was not permitted until 1870 (Aranui 2007:5). By 1879 a 

survey plan shows Arthur Street, as well as the owners of land blocks at this time. Many of the landowners indicated at this 

time were speculators, with many names appearing on multiple sections. 

Growth in the area was closely linked with the development of industry and commerce. Mt Cook was recognised as an 

excellent source of clay, and there were a number of brick makers in the suburb from the late 1860s, with brickworks located 

at the Mt Cook prison site, on Wallace Street (south of Taranaki Street) and on Taranaki Street. Appendix B discusses the 

history of the area in more detail.

7.1.1 Archaeological Information
A search of the New Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA) Site Recording Scheme was carried out as part of this 

project. This database identifi es all known or recorded archaeological sites within an area, providing information on grid 

reference location, conditions at the time of recording and a description of the site. Records in the fi le have been contributed 

by different individuals and agencies over many years and as a consequence vary in quality and the level of detail offered. 

There are a number of recorded archaeological sites within the wider project area, but only one is specifi cally within the Study 

Area, site R27/265 - Military Post Mt Cook. However, one of the sites, R27/270, is recorded as the site of historic Wellington 

City. It is noted on the site record form that the area recorded covers the entire area of the 1900 plan compiled by Ward, 

therefore the entire project area should be considered as being of signifi cant archaeological potential.

7.1.2 Summary
The area of Mt Cook surrounding the Basin Reserve has the potential to contain signifi cant archaeological evidence, 

associated primarily with the early European occupation of this area, but potentially also with the earlier Maori occupation 

and use of the area. Although there is only one specifi c archaeological site recorded within Area B, it is important to note that 

the entire historic Wellington City area as defi ned by the 1900 Ward Plans, including the Study Area, is included on the record 

for NZAA site number R27/270.

7.2 Potential Impact of Project on Archaeological Resource
Examination of the streetscape along Buckle Street between Tory and Cuba Streets (including Arthur Street) today indicates a 

mix of historic (pre-1900 - 1920s) and modern (1970s +) buildings both residential and commercial. On properties where 

there has been building development after 1970 it is unlikely that any archaeological material survives. An example of this 

would be the site of the petrol station on the site of the old Infants School on Buckle Street, or where buildings in Arthur Street 

/ Cuba Street have been moved as part of the Inner City Bypass project. The reasoning for this statement is that foundations 

for modern buildings are much deeper that those for buildings constructed in the late 19th and early 20th century. 

Based on the research carried out to date as part of this project, statements are made below in relation to the potential impact 

of a new transport link along this section of Buckle Street on the archaeological resource. Statements of potential impact at 

this stage can only be considered to be a guide, and more detailed research on structural changes on properties and how this 

may have impacted on archaeological features or deposits will be carried out as part of later stages of this project. Statements 

of impact below are made in relation to both an at-grade road and tunnel option. It is noted however that any earthworks, 

associated with either an at-grade or tunnel option through the Study Area has the potential to impact on the archaeological 

resource. 

As is outlined in the section on historic buildings, there are a number of buildings in the project area that are registered with 

the NZ Historic Places Trust and / or are listed in the Wellington City Council District Plan. These include: NZDF Former 

General Headquarters, HMNZS Olphert; National War Memorial and Carillon; Former National Museum; Mt Cook Police 

Station; Tasman Street Wall and the extreme southern end of the Cuba Street Historic Area. While the values and signifi cance 

of these buildings is not discussed in this report, all of these structures are considered to also have archaeological values, and 

these will be taken into account by the Historic Places Trust when considering any proposal that may impact on the buildings 

and their sites. 

While any earthworks, associated with either a tunnel or at-grade road option have the potential to adversely impact on the 

archaeological resource through the area identifi ed as Study Area, earthworks required for the construction of a tunnel have 

the potential to result in greater impact. This impact is not necessarily a result of the depth of excavation required, but of the 

overall footprint required. 

7.3 Issues, Constraints, Risks and Opportunities
There are a number of issues, constraints, risks and opportunities in relation to the potential impacts of this project on the 

archaeological resource through Study Area of the project area.

7.3.1 Issues
The key issue identifi ed as a result of research carried out to date, is that any earthworks associated with this project has the 

potential to impact on archaeological resources. In all instances it is preferable that physical impact on the archaeological 

resource is avoided where possible. This is not always possible however, and as a result, any earthworks associated with the 

project will require an application to the Historic Places Trust for an authority to modify archaeological sites. The Historic 

Places Trust can grant (with conditions) or decline any such application. 

Although no statement can be made that will pre-empt the decision of the Historic Places Trust to grant or decline any 

application for an authority associated with this project, a review of similar projects and other developments in Inner City 

Wellington can provide some guidance as to the likelihood of any application being declined. The most appropriate project for 

comparison is the Wellington Inner City Bypass, in which instance authorities were granted, with a variety of conditions 

requiring extensive archaeological investigations. It is likely that if authorities are granted for construction through Study Area 

similar investigations will be required. 

7.3.2 Constraints
One of the key constraints to the project is that there are limited areas within Study Area where there is no or limited 

archaeological potential. A further constraint may be the potential for the conditions of any authority that may be granted by 

the Historic Places Trust to require high levels of archaeological investigation. This is viewed as a constraint because of the 

high costs of work that may be required to meet any legal conditions that may be imposed. The extent and nature of 

archaeological investigations required may also impact on time constraints for other aspects of project. These constraints 

could be mitigated by ensuring that provision for costs and timing of archaeological work is factored into any further 

programming for works.

Key areas of potential archaeological interest within Area B are:

• The northern side of Buckle Street immediately east of Taranaki Street where the former Wellington Garrison Hall, drill 

halls and associated military buildings were located; and

7 Archaeology
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• The length of street edge along the southern side of Arthur Street, from Cuba Street to Taranaki Street.

7.3.3 Risks
The key risk is the potential for the Historic Places Trust to decline any application for authority to modify archaeological sites. 

If an application is declined there is potential to appeal this decision, in which case the decision and reasoning is reviewed in 

the Environment Court. Similarly, there is potential for any authority granted by the Historic Places Trust to be appealed by 

other parties. This would also result in appeals being heard in the Environment Court.

7.3.4 Mitigation Opportunities
The potential positive opportunities as part of this project are considered to be high. These opportunities include, but are not 

confi ned to:

• The recovery and recording of archaeological evidence within Mt Cook area, particularly associated with the development 

and change of buildings on the military block;

• The potential to provide interpretation and greater appreciation for the history and development of settlement in Mt 

Cook; 

• Potential to enhance heritage features within the area that will remain, linked with interpretation and potentially the 

proposed Memorial Park; and

• The potential to obtain and compare archaeological information with other sites in Wellington - particularly the Inner City 

Bypass, adding to our overall understanding of the settlement and development of Wellington City. 

7.4 Considerations for Option Development
Within the Study Area there is high potential for archaeological sites to be affected by the proposed works. This area of Mt 

Cook contains sites associated with early European housing, military and commercial activities dating from the 1860s. There 

is also potential for physical evidence associated with the old drainage systems (brick lined underground drains) to be located 

in the course of works. 

While earthworks associated with both an at-grade solution and tunnel will impact on the archaeological resource in this area, 

predominantly on the northern side of Buckle Street near the intersection with Taranaki Street, the impact of these earthworks 

can be mitigated by the potential to recover and record information prior to any earthworks and construction associated with 

this project.
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A number of buildings with recognised or potential heritage values are potentially affected by the Basin Reserve Project and /

or the War Memorial Tunnel. The following buildings were already discussed in the Basin Reserve Scoping Report and are 

therefore not included in this report to minimise the repetition of material:

• the former General Headquarters building;

• HMNZS Olphert building;

• the former National Museum;

• the National War Memorial and Carillon; and

• the former Mount Cook Police Station.

The following buildings are additional to those already discussed in the Basin Reserve Scoping Report and they are discussed 

in more detail below:

• the Thistle Hall, 293 Cuba Street;

• the relocated former 274 Cuba Street;

• the relocated former 272 Cuba Street; and

• the relocated former 289 / 291 Cuba Street.

8.1 Listed Heritage Buildings Potentially Affected by the 
 Basin Reserve Project
8.1.1 The Thistle Hall, 293 Cuba Street
The Thistle Hall1, shown in Figure 8.1, located on the corner of Cuba Street and Arthur Street is not NZHPT registered, but it is 

listed in the Wellington City Council District Plan. The hall was built for W. Campbell in 1907 using load-bearing brick 

masonry (English bond). Originally it was used for two shops below and probably residential accommodation above. It is quite 

possible that the upper fl oor was converted to a community hall around 1924. Overall this utilitarian building makes only a 

modest contribution to the visual texture of upper Cuba Street. The building is unlikely to be affected by the project, although 

the adjacent environment may be altered.

Figure 8.1: Thistle Hall

8.1.2 The former relocated 272 Cuba Street
The 272 Cuba Street building is registered Category II by the NZHPT2 and on the Wellington City Council District Plan as a 

heritage building. The building is also part of the NZHPT registered Cuba Street Historic Area. The building is a simple, quirky 

and rare building of the period, which, because of its diminutive size contributes to the variety, and character of Cuba Street. 

The building is associated with the Tonks family, a signifi cant early family who developed much of the area around the 

building, as well as the many bootmakers who leased the building.

The proposed road emerging from the tunnel would be at grade for almost half a block before passing the group of buildings 

comprising the former 272, 274 and 289 / 291 Cuba Street. Although 272 would look directly towards the proposed tunnel 

and trench, given this distance from them, the building is unlikely to be affected by the project.

8.1.3 The former relocated 274 Cuba Street
The building is registered Category II by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust3 and part of the NZHPT registered Cuba Street 

Historic Area. The building is not listed on the WCC District Plan.

The building forms the gateway to Tonks Avenue, a locally signifi cant townscape and has some architectural value as an 

Edwardian Free Classical styled shop with accommodation above. The building is associated with Kate Tonks, a successful 

businesswoman and member of the early settler family. The building has been occupied for most of its history by butchers, 

with a kosher butchery for a signifi cant period.

Although the building would look directly towards the proposed tunnel and trench, given the distance from them, the building 

is unlikely to be affected by the project.

8.1.4 The former relocated 289 / 291 Cuba Street
The structure is registered Category II by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust4, and is part of the NZHPT registered Cuba 

Street Historic Area. The building is also listed on the Wellington City Council District Plan as a heritage building.

This structure is a good example of shops with living accommodation above, typical of the period, and associated with a 

signifi cant Wellington architect. In their design style, form and building type, the buildings play an important part in the 

streetscape of Cuba Street.

Although the building would look directly towards the proposed tunnel and trench, given the distance from them, the building 

is unlikely to be affected by the project.

8.1.5 The former relocated 30 Arthur Street
The building is not registered by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust. However, it is listed on the Wellington City Council 

District Plan as a heritage building, 

Former 30 Arthur Street, the Boys Institute Building is a built, historical record of a largely bygone social facility of the period, 

which is associated with a signifi cant architect. It has a prominent facade along Arthur Street, due particularly to its design, 

scale and materials.

With the development of the ICB in 2005, the building was shifted several meters north and had the rear lean-to housing the 

swimming pool removed to allow for the relocation. With a tunnel and the associated trench, access from 30 Arthur Street to 

the opposite side of the street may not be possible. A trench in front of the building will be a visual change from the existing at 

grade road. The view to the east of the building will be changed to include the trench and portal with barrier around the 

trench. Assuming a road either side of the trench to give access to 30 Arthur and other potential buildings on vacant sites.

Depending on any access road around 30 Arthur Street, the proximity of the trenched tunnel exit may have a negative impact 

on potential use and development of the building. It is not known what the site area is of the building and whether parking for 

the building is possible. 

Additionally, as a brick building with little internal structure, the vibrations from construction of the trench and tunnel may 

also have a physical impact on the building.

8.1.6 NZHPT Cuba Street Historic Area
Cuba Street (from Wakefi eld Street to Webb Street) is recognized by the NZHPT as a historic area. Wellington City Council is 

considering identifying a similar area as a historic area as part of Plan Change 48.

Cuba Street is a commercial retail area which had its heyday during the 1900’s-1940’s. At the top end, the Edwardian 

character of Cuba Street is particularly strong. Many of the early buildings still exist since the popularity of Cuba Street has 

declined since the forties which saved it from more modern development. There are a number of buildings which have 

individual qualities that have not merited individual registrations, but which make a signifi cant contribution to the streetscape 

and character of the area as a whole.

The distance between the proposed tunnel and trench should mean there is little or no impact on the heritage area from this 

project.

8 Heritage Buildings

01 Listed on the Wellington City 

Council District Plan: Map 16 

reference 94/1.

02 Register number 5353, 

registered on 22-Aug-1991.

03 Register number 5351, 

registered on 22-Aug-1991.

04 Register number 5353, 

registered on 22-Aug-1991.
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8.2 Considerations for Option Development
In addition to the considerations for option development identifi ed in the Basin Reserve Scoping Report, the following items 

should be considered:

• Reducing the volume of traffi c on Buckle Street will allow greater appreciation of the National War Memorial and Carillon 

since it will allow easier pedestrian and vehicular access.

• Certainty on the completion of the road may have a positive effect on the use of the heritage building at 30 Arthur Street 

provided adequate access is maintained.
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The analysis is structured into a number of urban design headings, each with critical ‘principles and criteria’ that provide 

fi rstly a foundation for consideration of opportunities, constraints and issues in relation to design development of the options, 

and secondly to provide a structure for Urban Design assessment. This structure aims to measure works in terms of positive 

or enabling urban design effects, rather than focusing purely on mitigation of negative effects.

The area of analysis is necessarily broad. Therefore, this part of our report should be read in conjunction with the Urban 

Design section of The Basin Reserve Scoping Report. However, where additional opportunities, constraints or issues related to 

The Study Area have been identifi ed, they are discussed in the following sections. The material in the following sections also 

includes the Basin Reserve Study Area, since for good urban design it is important to look at the area as a whole.

9 Urban Design
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9.1 Environment / Ecology
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ENVIRONMENT/ECOLOGY
Principles

Contribute to ecological sustainability and  ▫
biodiversity  
Maximise appropriate amenity in Wellington’s  ▫
climate.
Respond to the natural and urban topography in  ▫
a meaningful way.

Criteria
Protects existing vegetation. ▫
Provides opportunities for treating stormwater in  ▫
an environmentally sensitive way.
Improves protection from wind. ▫
Minimises overshadowing of open space. ▫
Responds to the potential for landform and  ▫
topography to structure the experience.

Opportunities at the Basin
Heighten the sense of crossing a major valley. ▫
Celebrate and protect large Pohutukawa. ▫
Interpret Waitangi Lagoon/Stream and treat  ▫
stormwater.

Opportunities at National War Memorial
The minor ridge is an important ridge in the  ▫
structure of the city it is a built/constructed ridge 
whereas major ridges are unbuilt.
Heighten the experience of crossing the minor  ▫
ridge.

1

Fig. 01

Landform
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N
Fig. 02

Analysis of the Basin
The Basin sits in a major north-south valley  ▫
between two major ridges and in close proximity 
to the minor ridge of the National War Memorial.
Kent/Cambridge & Adelaide Road run along the  ▫
floor of the valley.
The valley is comparatively narrow. ▫
The transition from narrow to wide occurs at the  ▫
Basin Reserve.
Kent/Cambridge are relatively flat streets. ▫
Adelaide Road has a 1:60 fall along its length  ▫
between Riddiford and the Basin.
The National War Memorial and Tunnel entrance  ▫
sit at relatively similar levels.
The Waitangi Stream historically flowed down the  ▫
valley but now runs within a large culvert.

Opportunities at the Basin
Heighten the sense of crossing a major valley. ▫

Analysis of the National War Memorial and Park
Located on a minor ridge central to the two major  ▫
ridgelines of Mt Victoria and Tinakori/Wrights Hill.
The axis of National War Memorial aligns to the  ▫
centre of this ridge.
The NZ Memorial Park aligns to this axis and  ▫
proposes two flanks of terraced lawns from the 
ridge of the two valleys.

Opportunities at the National War Memorial
Architectural fabric sits on minor ridges but below  ▫
major ridges.
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Analysis
At road level, where the Mt Victoria tunnel feeds  ▫
into Mt Victoria the elevation is +23m and at 
the National War Memorial the height is +21m. 
These form the high points in the east/west road 
experience and each is a similar distance from 
the base of the Basin valley at +6m. The road 
thus establishes a very clear reading of the Basin 
valley and the National War Memorial ridge.  
The natural topography is clearly evident with the  ▫
South North movement patterns running along 
the base of the valleys and the East West running 
across the valleys and minor ridge. Thus, valley, 
ridge, valley. 

Fig. 03

Fig. 04

Fig. 05

Mt Victoria tunnel

Pirie St

Vivian St Buckle St Carillon Museum Site

Kent / Cambridge Terrace

Port Nicholson
Harbour

South to North through valley at Basin Relatively flat base with minor fall from Adelaide Rd towards the Harbour

South to North through minor ridge at National War Memorial.

East to West base of valley

tunnel high point memorial ridge minor valley

existing road level

Adelaide Rd

Basin (North)

Mt Victoria tunnel

Basin(South)

Basin (East) Basin (West)

National War MemorialTory St Taranaki St Cuba St

+6
+21+23

existing road level

existing road level

Landform
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Current Significant Vegetation & Green Open Spaces
 
 Town belt
 
 Significant contribution green spaces
 
 Street trees

 Basin Reserve trees
 
 National War Memorial trees

 Green space as part of proposed NZ Memorial Park 

+

Analysis
Street trees are predominantly Pohutukawa in the  ▫
area. Their form of multiple trunks with a heavy 
canopy create a significant impact. The repetition of 
spacing also contributes to their impact particularly 
around the Basin and National War Memorial from 
both internal and external views and experiences.

Opportunities
Celebrate Pohutukawa form in structures. ▫
Connect spaces using Pohutakawa trees. ▫
Reinforce directional and orientational cues through  ▫
street tree planting. 

Constraints
Large scale highly valued trees should be protected. ▫

N
Fig. 06

Vegetation




